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Chapter 1
Aeons ago Atlantias was a beautiful blue world; it had seas and oceans of water that teemed with an
abundance of life. The land of Atlantias was green and lush; it was a utopian world rich with vegetation
and life. Atlantias had crystal clear rivers that flowed with fresh water that was the source of life for the
plethora of life forms that made Atlantias home. Ancient Atlantias was thought to be by most who had
inhabited Atlantias to have been a true paradise if there could be such a place in the cruel confines of a
Universe that seemed to be more often hostile than the utopian tranquility that ancient Atlantias was
known to have been.
Such blue jeweled planets with abundant water located in just the right orbit of the right sized sun are
not as common as some Atlantians had thought before the Clonians began their millenniums long
journeys to scout for other such similar blue worlds so the Atlantians could escape the fate Atlantias
would soon experience due to the death of their sun and the end of their world.
Atlantias today was a red dessert planet; the blue oceans and seas had evaporated as the climate of
Atlantias changed as their sun turned from the color of gold to a light red. Most life on Atlantias had
already died by the time the great exodus from Atlantias would begin. The fish of the oceans, the birds
of the air and the mammals that had lived in the forests of Atlantis had long ago disappeared.
Water was scarce now on Atlantias, that every Atlantian wore a skintight hydro-suit to reconstitute the
bodily fluids each Atlantian contained. While aquifers deep within Atlantias contained some water, the
surface of Atlantias was bone dry. Millennia ago Atlantians left the surface of Atlantias to dwell in deep
caves below the surface of Atlantias to escape the punishing environment of the surface of the planet.
Many of the newer generations of the subterranean Atlantians had never even seen the surface of
Atlantias in person. They could see the surface of the planet on video screens in the bowels of the
planet the dwelled in if they wished to see the parched surface of their near lifeless planet, but most
Atlantians were content to ignore the reality of the dessert surface that their once blue world had
become. The lifespan of Atlantians was so long, that most of the Elders of Atlantias remembered living
on the surface of Atlantias in their youth, however no Atlantians existed that had ever seen the old
Atlantis, that of liquid oceans and seas from many millennia before. The way Atlantians all learned
how their planet once was with deep seas of water was only through the Atlantian memory archives.

Water had become so scarce on Atlantias that the Atlantians even imported water from the other
heavenly bodies in their solar system. Great robotic tanker vessels would fill up huge aquifer space
ships with precious water from the moons of gas giants in their solar system to bring water back to
Atlantias. This extreme method of water harvesting had been happening for over a thousands years on
Atlantias. Initially the Atlantians tapped the huge liquid aquifers of their planet, but the mass removal
of water created many cave ins of the huge caves they used below Atlantias. Removing ancient liquid
aquifers made the planet shake with great cataclysmic quakes. The rapid growth of the volume of the
size of the sun of Atlantias had even started to affect the liquid moons far away from the Atlantian sun,
since the water on these heavenly bodies was quickly evaporating now as well. The Atlantian plight for
water was so severe that a large percentage of the Atlantian citizenry had entered voluntary stasis to
stop their needs for water. These citizens would be transported to the new worlds in stasis and then
awakened if all went according to the Exodus plan.
In orbit of Atlantias was another group of Atlantians; these were the Clonians, the workers of the
Atlantias society. The Clonians were cloned beings that were a hybrid between the type of life form
that Atlantians had evolved into and a biochemical robotic machine. The physique of the first
generation of Clonians was very small, since they were designed to use as little food and energy as
possible while still being able to build the fleets of the armada that the Atlantias Exodus would require
as well as to travel deep into space to scout the future planets that the Atlantians would embark to.
The less body mass and stature that a Clonian had, the less nourishment they would need and the less
energy they would consume. In space flight the bodies of the Clonians were well suited for long
periods of travel. The Clonians had very large almond shaped eyes well suited for the darkness of outer
space where they were designed to live. The Clonians had silvery skin that gave off a slight glow. The
Clonians were designed to communicate between each other using telepathic powers that were also the
abilities of the creators of the Clonians who were the Atlantians. While they can function individually,
they do best in a group collective. Like the Atlantians, the Clonians all have a neural network
connection to a memory archive. However the memory archive and the main archive of the Atlantians
is different, there are two major neural nets now that control the Atlantians and their workers the
Clonians. Everything any Clonian experienced was stored in a central memory archive just like it was
done for the Atlantians.
Since the Clonians had been created, there had been many advances in the technology the Atlantians
had created to aid in the final Exodus of Atlantias. So if the Clonians had been created today, they
would not have had to be so slight in their bodies build. The second generation of Clonians was nearly
twice as tall as the original design; these newer versions became the officers and rulers of the first
generation of Clonians.
The Clonians were created with a protos legem, a prime law that was to obey and always aid any
Atlantian as well as to never harm any Atlantian. In effect these beings were a created slave race to do
the bidding of the Atlantians. The Clonians were initially created to scout the galaxy for potential new
worlds that the Atlantians could eventually colonize when their sun was close to finally destroying their
planet. The Clonians have an exceptionally long life and they were designed to reproduce through a
blend of cloning that was merged with biochemical cyborg creationism. The Clonians also have a large
cranium compared to their body size. This allowed for development of areas of their brain that had
powerful psychokinetic abilities. The Clonians were also designed to be able to implant thoughts into
more primitive brains. All of the abilities that were designed into the Clonians were similar to the
evolved abilities of the Atlantians. The Atlantians had psychokinetic abilities; they also have highly

developed telepathic powers and could implant thoughts into the minds of others. Both the Clonians
and the Atlantians could easily read minds of more primitive species
While the first wave of Clonians left Atlantias millennia ago to explore the galaxy for the Atlantians, a
second wave of Clonians was created to build the huge armada of Atlantian space ships that now orbit
Atlantias. Clonians were building these ships for their masters the Atlantians for when the day that their
Exodus began. Some Atlantians on occasion did leave the underground world of Atlantias to fly into
the orbit of Atlantias in order to inspect the vessels the Clonians were constructing with meticulous care
that only a machine could perform.
Most of the material used in the construction of the Atlantian fleet came from mining projects on the
other planets and moons that populated the solar system that Atlantias was located in. Atlantians had
long ago stopped using industrialized materials for most of their building needs; they preferred to live
in harmony with their surroundings by dwelling in homes hewn from the various stone types found on
Atlantias. Before the Clonians were created, many Atlantians took great pride in the way they were able
to hewn huge stone blocks with their laser cutting wands and then manipulate them at ease through
harmonic vibration technology. Stone would last beyond most industrialized materials and it made a
harmonic appearance across their planet where the stone buildings and homes blended into the
environment naturally, compared to forged metals or technologically engineered materials that often
left a deep environmental footprint upon the planet.
The surface of Atlantias had vast areas where great Atlantian cities once stood, the huge hewn rock
buildings stood as silent testimony to the mastery of stone masonry of the ancient Atlantians that built
the original surface cities of Atlantias. When the surface change of Atlantias started the Atlantians dug
out vast underground caverns for their population. While a hand held laser wand could quarry huge
stones from the ground in seconds, to use in surface structures the huge caverns that now housed
Atlantians were created with larger laser cannons that could hewn a great cavern out of the hardest rock
in a relatively short period of time.
While the Atlantians were truly masters of masonry, the Atlantians were also an amazing technological
species, they could travel the stars, and they had eliminated disease. They had very long life spans and
could grow spare parts for their bodies through manipulation of DNA and biological proteins which
quickly grew into any type of organ or body part that an Atlantian may need if for some strange reason
their genetically engineered near perfect bodies needed to replace an organ or limb.
In the great past the population of Atlantias was billions of Atlantians. This was when the Atlantians
were still in a rather primitive state of evolution. The great houses of Atlantias were divided in the past,
each house had armies, the citizens polluted their beautiful paradise.
Then the great plague struck Atlantias and the great disasters.
An asteroid strike bought about nuclear winter upon Atlantis and the population of Atlantias was
greatly reduced since the food production of Atlantis stopped producing when the Atlantian sun was
blackened from the nuclear winter. When the sun had cleared Atlantias was forever changed. A new
Atlantias emerged, one that respected the environment, one that that made quantum leaps in technology
due to the new age Atlantians had ended the senseless spending of their resources on armies and
weapons instead of scientific advancement.
The new Atlantis decided to limit their population growth since great advances made in medicine
resulted in a dramatic increase in the life expectancy of Atlantians.

This new age was the true Golden Age of Atlantias and it lasted for tens of thousands of years, great
advances in technology, and great advances in medicine, no wars and no disease. Atlantias was a
paradise for its citizens.
The Golden Age of Atlantias eventually came to an end when the Supreme Council of Atlantias was
given a scientific report that the sun of Atlantias had started its end of life cycle and within a few
millennia Atlantias would be a dead world incapable of sustaining life on Atlantias.
That was when the Supreme Council put the Clonian Project to a global vote by all citizens of
Atlantias. The Clonian Project passed overwhelmingly since the alternative was to vote for the end of
the Atlantian race.
A less advanced hybrid robotic project had been initiated before on Atlantias, however that project was
eventually terminated due to Atlantians deciding it was unethical to create a clearly sentient race of
slaves to do the bidding of the Atlantian race as a whole.
The original hybrid project was created so Atlantians could be served by the first generation of hybrid
robots created by the scientists of Atlantian. It resulted in what many Atlantians considered to be an
abusive system on Atlantias where some Atlantians made the hybrids nothing more than slaves that did
many amusing tasks that did not nothing but appeal to primitive desires of Atlantians that repulsed
many Atlantians. While citizens of Atlantias that had strong moral ethics occupied most of Atlantias, a
few less morally inclined Atlantians treated the original hybrid race like primitive ancient Atlantians
had treated some in days long gone by. But the need of Atlantias was clear, without the Clonian Project
the Atlantians would surely perish.
Thus the present age of Clonian servants came to be and the Clonians proved to be an obedient race
that diligently created the large Atlantian fleet of space ships that would soon be used to carry the
Atlantian race to safety.
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